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The steady development of the oil field is facing severe challenges due to the problems
of small-layer division, unclear genesis period and unclear river channel distribution
in the 4-6 sand formation in the second district of Shengtuo Oilfield. Based on the
processing and optimization of logging data, this paper firstly divided the isochronous
strata and established the high-resolution isochronous stratigraphic framework. Using the
geo-statistics method in the stratigraphic framework, the sand bodies in each small layer
were divided according to the principle of equal time of fluvial facies. On this basis, the
distribution pattern of the sand bodies in each stage was simulated by the magnetic random
walk model. The magnetic random walk model has obtained robust simulation results,
which is consistent with the anatomy of reservoir architectures by experienced geologists.
The results also show that the number of channels in each small-layer is different, while
the overall distribution of NE direction is reflected. At present, the model can well simulate
the position of the main channel line, but it cannot reflect the variation of the river width.
The method of quantitative fine description based on logging data has great potential
application in fluvial reservoir, especially the magnetic random walk model that can reveal
the distribution of sand body in every stage. At the same time, the model can also reflect
certain randomness and facilitate the uncertainty analysis of geological factors.
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1. Introduction
With the deepening of the development degree in old
oilfields of eastern China, the once so called “main force”
reservoirs are facing serious decline of production potential.
Hence, the once “non-main force” sand bodies have gradually
become a new kind of “main force”. However, although the
non-main force sandbodies are relatively rich in remaining oil
due to the low degree of early exploitation, they are relatively
weak in formation capacity and need more accurate water
injection. This is bound to lead higher accuracy requirements
to the reservoir characterization.
Shengtuo Oilfield is one of the earliest large-scale oil
and gas fields developed in Bohai Bay Basin. After nearly
40 years of development, the main oil-producing layer has
∗ Corresponding

generally entered the stage of ultra-high water-bearing, and it
is increasingly difficult to develop. The traditional reservoir
characterization methods cannot reveal the complex structural
characteristics of the fluvial facies reservoir, and the contact
between the structural characteristics of the genetic sand body
and the superimposed sand body needs to be deeply understood. The Sandgroup 4-6 of the second member of Shahejie
Formation in District 2 is an important oil-bearing series in
Shengtuo area, which is a typical distributary fluvial facies
strata, with numerous periods, interlaced river network and
rapid lateral change. From bottom to top, the Sandgroup 4-6
can be divided into 18 small layers, 7 of which are the so called
“main force” layers, the remaining 11 are so-called “nonmain force” layers. At present, the main problems are that
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Fig. 1. Structural map of District 2 of Shengtuo Area (modified from Lin, 2007).

the division of small layers is not detailed enough, the period
of sand body is not clear enough, and the space distribution is
not clear enough. These sandbodies were usually described as
“potato-shaped” distribution by traditional methods. However,
it is obviously contrary to its origin, and it is more difficult
to guide the development of water injection reasonably and
effectively, which brings great inconvenience to the work of
exploiting residual oil.
The modern reservoir architecture theory guided by outcrop and modern sedimentation can establish the river channel
sand body geometry model, and can identify the isochronous
nature of the sand body (Blacknell, 1982; Miall, 1988; Zhang
et al., 1996; Yin et al., 1998; Xie et al., 2003; Willis, 2006;
Nichols and Fisher, 2007; Wu et al., 2007; Yue et al., 2007;
Donselaar and Overeem, 2008; Ma et al., 2008; Yu et al.,
2008; Willis and Tang, 2010; Ghinassi, 2011; Kukulski et
al., 2013; Colombera et al., 2017), which provides a new
direction for the fine characterization of the river facies strata,
and has achieved important results in the relevant areas (Jiao
and Li, 1998; Liang et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015; Sun et al.,
2018, 2020a, 2020b) . This is a big breakthrough in predicting
the shape, extension characteristics and connectivity of the
sand bodies with higher accuracy. However, it is a very timeconsuming and laborious work and poses great challenges to
the experience of the practitioners.
Since the end of the 20th century, the application of various
computer methods has profoundly changed human life. In the
field of reservoir characterization and development, computer
methods also bring great conveniences. Various geological
modeling methods are incorporated into modern reservoir
architecture theory (Wu and Li, 2007; Wang et al., 2009; Yin et
al., 2011; Shi et al., 2011, 2012a, 2012b; Wang and Yin, 2017;
Zheng et al., 2018), which not only quickly and conveniently
replace a lot of tedious redundant work, but also upgrade the
characterization from qualitative to quantitative, and enhance
the maneuverability and evaluability.

In this paper, taking Sandgroup 4-6 of the second member
of Shahejie Formation in District 2 as the study interval, and
the “non-main force” L6-3 layer as the key case layer, this
paper detailedly characterized the fluvial reservoir with several
quantitative computer-aided methods, which is expected to
provide a more robust and efficient geological basis for the
next reservoir development adjustment and the implementation
of exploiting measures.

2. Geological settings
Shengtuo Oilfield is located in the north steep slope belt
of Dongying depression, stretching 20 km from west to
east and 10 km from south to north. There are 12 main
faults in shengtuo oilfield, which are divided into three oil
zones, namely, District 1, District 2 and District 3. District 2,
also called Sheng 2 District, is a very important oil-bearing
district of Shengtuo Oilfield, located at the southwest wing of
Shengtuo Area. District 2 is a right triangle shaped district, and
is bounded by Fault 9 and 7 in the east and north respectively.
Within the district, there are almost no internal faults, which
makes it a structurally simple monoclinic reservoir (Fig. 1).
The second member of Shahejie Formation is a complete
set of river-delta deposits with a thickness of about 670 m. In
District 2, the second member of Shahejie Formation is a set of
delta plain deposits, mainly developing two sedimentary microfacies: distributary channel and interchannel bay. According
to current understanding of the production side, the vertical
stacking and lateral superposition of the channel sand body
are complicated, and the sandbodies with narrow strip and so
called isolated potato shapes are well developed in plane view.
Sandgroup 4-6 can be are divided into 18 small layers. Among
the 18 small layers, 11 ones are called non-main force layers
(Fig. 2). The key case layer L6-3 is one of the 11 non-main
force layers in this study. Previous studies have shown that the
main-force layers are mainly of distributary channel deposits
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Fig. 2. Stratigraphy column of the target interval (modified from Lin, 2007; Yang et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2020)

(i.e. sand-rich river channel microfacies), and non-main force
layers are natural embankments and crevasse spray deposits
(i.e. mud-rich non-channel microfacies).

3. Materials and methods
The data used in this study include well log data of
nearly 500 wells, and relevant core logging and 3D seismic
data. The overall technical route is shown in Fig. 3 (left).
Firstly, the logging curve was processed and optimized, then
the high-resolution isochronous stratigraphic framework was
established by using the processed logging data. Then the sand
body identification and splitting were carried out by using the
sand body identification model. On this basis, the sand body
data are statistically analyzed and their formation time stages
were identified under the isochronous stratigraphic framework.
Finally, random walk simulations were carried out to reveal the
channel distribution of each stage based on a quasi-magnetic
map derived from channel well observations and non-channel

well observations.
The methods of SP curve processing and optimization,
high-resolution isochronous stratigraphic framework establishment and quasi-magnetic random walk are detailedly clarified
below.

3.1 SP curve processing and optimization
Well log curve processing and optimization are the basis
of this study, and the main type of well log curve used in this
study includes AC, SP, GR, COND and R25. Among them,
the SP curve is closely related to stratigraphic correlation and
sandbody identification. However, the ranges of the SP data
of difference wells vary considerably due to many reasons.
Hence, the shale baseline is very difficult to be identified.
Hence, this study first carried out the SP curve processing
and optimization.
The shale baseline is a prominent feature of the SP curve
and is also the key to accurately identify the sand body. This
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Fig. 3. Overall flowing chart of the quantitative reservoir characterization (left) and flowing chart of the quasi-magnetic random walk simulation (right).

Fig. 4. Identification of shale baselines of SP curve (well W0-102. the black scattered points are the raw logging data points, the purple lines are the results
of the local polynomial fitting, and the green lines are the baseline values obtained by integrating the fitting results with the original data. Ni equaling 1,2
and 3 represent the number of iterative fittings, respectively. Generally, Ni = 3 is believed to have the best results.
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Fig. 5. SP Curve Processing and Optimization ( 1 Long Cycle Effect Eliminated; 2 Singular Sites Optimized).

study starts with identifying the shale baseline of the curve,
using a polynomial model to fit the data of the original curve
by iteratively approximating the shale baseline of the SP curve
(as shown in the green curve in Fig. 4). The corrected data
can be obtained by combining the raw data and the shale
baseline data. On this basis, the results of the optimization
are obtained by unifying the range of values of different wells
using statistical properties (Fig. 5).

3.2 High resolution isochronous stratigraphic correlation
High-resolution isochronous stratigraphic correlation is an
important basis for establishing an accurate reservoir model.
The overall mode of the correlation work can be summarized
as “man-machine linkage, well-seismic combination”. The
well-seismic combination means a comprehensive comparison
of well log and seismic interpretation (Fig. 6). Whereas
“man-machine linkage” is a combination of manual and the
computer-aided system. The computer-aided system used in
this study uses some key techniques in the field of image
recognition. The manhattan distance (manhattan distance)
algorithm compares the similarity of the specific logging
curves of the two wells and then determines the location
of the counterpart layer based on the optimal offset distance
(Fig. 7). Computer-aided stratigraphic correlation can provide

rough corresponding information quickly, and also provide an
important basis for subsequent manual participation in detailed
correlation.

3.3 Quasi-magnetic random walk model
Random walk based reservoir modelling techniques have
unique advantages in reservoir architecture characterization
and are convenient and efficient in interwell prediction. However, the existing random walk models are often difficult to
simulate the ideal result in the area where the well network
is irregular and the well distance varies greatly. To solve this
problem, the following steps were adopted in this study: (1)
By analogy with the principle of magnetic field, a magnetic
field model is developed with wells (channel wells) and no
channel wells (non-channel wells) as positive and negative
magnetic sources; (2) Based on the idea of “repulsion with
non-river wells, attracting with river wells and not turning
back”, a probabilistic random walk model based on magnetic
force value is constructed; (3) According to the results of
random walk model, the spatial distribution of the channels is
optimized by incorporating the information of channel width
and width-deep ratio.

4. Results
Compared with the original results from Shengli Oilfield,
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Fig. 8. The contrast between the established stratigraphic framework and the original framework from the oilfield (black lines are the original top boundaries
of the small layers; colored lines are the counterparts of this study).

the isochronous stratigraphic framework has no big difference
in the scale of sand group, but there are some differences
in the scale of small layer. these differences are mainly
reflected in the enhancement of the accuracy of the layer
boundary surfaces, split of the superimposed sandbodies and
the treatment of the incision of the channels (Fig. 8).
Within the sequence framework, the small layer L6-3 was
divided into two periods (L6-3U and L6-3L from top to
bottom). The distribution of channel well observations is very
irregular in each period. For the L6-3U period, the channel
well observations were mainly concentrated in the northwest
of the study area, with a small distribution in the middle
and less in the south (Fig. 9a, Fig. 10a). For the L6-3L
period, the distribution pattern is similar to that of L6-3U,
but the overall proportion of river well observations is much
smaller, and there are almost no channel well observations
in the central region (Fig. 9b; Fig. 10b). The magnetic cloud
maps are consistent with the observation point information
of the channel wells that the denser of the channel well
observations, the higher value it will be in the could maps
(Fig. 9c; Fig. 10d). The magnetic walk trajectories and the
subsequent river channel distribution maps reflect the main
stream direction is NE-SW. Meanwhile, the channel density
of L6-3U is considerably larger than that of the underlying
L6-3L. Especially, the Northwest part has the highest density

of channels, reflecting the characteristics of the superimposed
channels (Fig. 9e and f; Fig. 10c and d).

5. Discussions
Accurate identification of shale baselines is an important
basis for the follow-up work. In the search for the shale
baseline, when the number of iterations (Ni) is too small, the
fitting curve cannot reflect the location of the shale baseline
(Fig. 4, left Ni = 1). However, when the number of iterations is
too large, the fitting curve becomes the right envelope, which
may include some high-frequency noises. Through a large
number of experiments and adjustments, 3 is believed to be a
good Ni value that can get relatively appropriate results. The
Ni values here heavily depend on experience and a number
of trials. The most suitable Ni value may vary from place to
place, which needs a concrete analysis of specific situations.
In this paper, the L6-3 layer is divided into two periods,
mainly based on the distance from the top depth of each
sandbody to the top surface depth of the corresponding small
layer (DST). This paper classified the sandbodies with smaller
DST values (DST<3 m) into L6-3U period, and the other
sandbodies into L6-3L period. In fact, the 3 m here is a
tolerance threshold value. In general, the smaller the tolerance
value, the more precise the division is. However, considering
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Fig. 9. Quasi-magnetic field and random walk trajectories (a, c: L6-3U magnetic field contour map and magnetic cloud map; a: L6-3L magnetic field contour
map and magnetic cloud map; e: L6-3U random walk trajectories; f: L6-3L random walk trajectories)(the source direction is northeast, the original coordinate
is rotated counterclockwise 45◦ for the convenience of simulation).
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Fig. 10. Well point and simulated channel distribution map (a: L6-3U channel well point distribution; b: L6-3L channel well point distribution; c: L6-3U
simulated channel distribution; d: L6-3L simulated channel distribution).
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Fig. 11. Comparison of simulation results under different bias coefficients (BCO)(L6-3 upper). a: BCO =1, i.e. no bias; b: BCO =1/300, that is, the probability
of the direction perpendicular to the mainstream is artificially reduced by 300 times; c: BCO =0, that is, the probability of the direction perpendicular to the
mainstream is artificially set at 0◦ .

the general error of stratigraphic correlation (1∼2 m), it is
meaningless to use too small tolerance.
The number of random walk steps is an important factor in
determining the simulation time. The random walk algorithm
only limits the maximum number of walk steps, but it is
difficult to limit the left-right random swings within the
maximum limit. In many cases, the total number of simulated
steps can even reach three times the effective number of steps
because of this ineffective left-right swings. in this case, much
longer simulation time is needed. To overcome this problem,
the biased walk probability, i.e., let the simulated probability
perpendicular to the mainstream line direction be multiplied
by a bias coefficient (DCO) of less than 1. When DCO is 0, the
simulation will have the fastest speed (Fig. 11c), while with no
bias (DCO = 1, Fig. 11a) the results are quite different. After
a large number of simulation attempts, at a DCO of 1/300, the
simulation results are best accepted by experienced reservoir
geologists, and the simulation time is also saved very much
(Fig. 11b). Therefore, the value of DCO is highly empirical
and needs to be fully considered and combined with in-situ
experience.

The correction and roughening of the random walk paths
resulted in the distribution map of the channels. However, the
width of the channels can vary a lot from place to place. Under
the current model, the manual adjustment of channel width
cannot be completely replaced by computer codes, which is
also one of the important directions for future research.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, a series of quantitative computer-aided methods are used to realize the detailed architecture anatomy of
L6-3 layer of Sandgroup 6 in the second member of Shahejie
Formation in District 2, Shengtuo Oilfield. The L6-3 layer can
be subdivided into two periods, from top to bottom, L6-3U and
L6-3L. The channels of L6-3U period show remarkable NESW direction, which are mainly concentrated in the northwest
of the study area, while the channels in central and southern
are relatively sparse. The distribution pattern of the L6-3L
period is similar to that of L6-3U, but the total number of
channels is much smaller.
Various quantitative methods used in this paper effectively
improve the efficiency of reservoir description and is consistent
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with the experience of the production geologists. However, it
should also be noted that some key parameters used in these
models (such as the number of iterations in SP processing and
optimization Ni, the tolerance threshold DST in the period division, and the probability bias coefficient DCO in the random
walk model) still rely heavily on the experience of field work.
In conclusion, the quantitative methods based on well log data
for detailed reservoir characterization have great potential for
application in fluvial facies, and the reasonable combination of
these methods with traditional working experience will provide
great assistance for reservoir description.
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